
The �soft SUSY breaking� MSSM R-parity conserving Lagrangian:



The �soft SUSY breaking� MSSM Lagrangian:

Gaugino�s and their masses M3, M2, M1



The �soft SUSY breaking� MSSM Lagrangian:

Squarks and sleptons, and their mass terms



The �soft SUSY breaking� MSSM Lagrangian:

Tri-linear couplings A = Yukawa couplings
Also contribute to squark/slepton masses



The �soft SUSY breaking� MSSM Lagrangian:

Higgs sector: 2 complex doublets (1 for u-type, 1 for d-type) 

Both have different expectation values: v1 and v2. 
v1

2 + v2
2 = 246 GeV, but ratio is a free parameter: tan b = v2/v1

Higgs bosons get mass from mi and from µ
B: bilinear interaction



àCommon scalar mass m0   (all squarks and sleptons)
àCommon gaugino mass m1/2    (all gauginos)
àCommon trilinear coupling parameter A0      (Yukawa)

And then only parameters left: 

In SUSY GUTs, parameters unify at 1016 GeV:

tan b and sign(µ)

à Constrained MSSM:  4 parameters plus a sign
(CMSSM, or MSUGRA)

(Variations on this theme (since case for m0 not so strong):
- non-universal Higgs mass models
- m0 >> m1/2: �split supersymmetry�)



Fixing parameters at 1016 GeV, the renormalization group equations
will tell you exactly all masses at LHC!



Example:

m0 = 100 GeV

m1/2 = 250 GeV

A0 = -100 GeV

tan b = 10

µ > 0



Often shown:
m1/2 – m0 plane

(for given A0, tan b)

Not every combination
is allowed!



Electroweak observables: top vs W mass





SUSY can have effects on low-energy precision observables

Branching  of  BS à µµ

Measurement:  Br(Bs à µµ) = (3.0 � 0.7) x 10-9

SM prediction:  Br(Bs à µµ) = (3.65 � 0.23) x 10-9



ATLAS plots on next slides are taken from JHEP 1510 (2015) 134

Take general SUSY Lagrangian, set all parameters with anomalous
CP violation and FCNC to zero  (“Miminal Flavour Violation”)

Leaves 19 free parameters  (mostly masses squarks, sleptons, gauginos)

Randomly select sets of values for these 19 parameters, calculate
mass spectra, branching ratios, cross sections, DM etc.

Only allow models with Ωh2 < 0.12, no large invisible Z width,
no large deviation in ρ parameter, 124 < mh < 128 GeV.

300000 models are left, giving impression of what SUSY could
look like.

Then we also look at the question: did ATLAS already rule out this model?
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g-2 experiment at Brookhaven:

Experiment:
a = 11 659 208.0 (6.3) x 10-10 

Standard Model theory:
a = 11 659 178.8 (5.8) x 10-10

Da = 29.2 (8.6) x 10-10 = 3.4 sigma



This is a very difficult calculation:   many radiative loops

Options:  - mistake in calculation
- experiment wrong
- other particles in loop  (SUSY) ?

(Da(susy) = 13 x 10-10 x  (100 GeV/Msusy )2 x tan b)





g-2 in mSUGRA





SM theory prediction:  Br(bàsγ) = (2.98 � 0.26) x 10-4

Measurement:  (3.43 � 0.27) x 10-4













ATLAS plots in next slides taken from JHEP 1609 (2016) 175

Idea similar to previous paper, but focussed on DM:

•Only 5 free parameters related to gauginos and Higgs
(assume squarks and sleptons very heavy)

•Only consider limited set of ATLAS searches for gauginos
•Not a random scan, but make a proper likelihood fit including

electroweak data from LEP, Ωh2, bàsγ, Bsàµµ,mh,XENON limits
on direct dark matter detection

Then we look at feasible DM solutions, and effects of ATLAS searches























The cross section for
gg à qq at LHC is HUGE

But the cross section for
gg à qq is OF THE SAME

ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

(if mq = mq)

(same order only because
of spin factors, etc)

~~

~

SUSY at LHC dominated
by squark and gluino
production. Other
particles produced in
decays.
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Sparticle decays:





meff = sum pT jets + leptons + missing ET



“missing ET significance”



No signal observed à exclusion in mSUGRA plane m0 vs m1/2



Simplified model for gluino production and decay:



Simplified model for squark production and decay:



Dedicated analyses for top squarks



gluino exclusion in the ATLAS pMSSM analysis



squark exclusion in the ATLAS pMSSM analysis







neutralino exclusion in the ATLAS pMSSM analysis



Example of SUSY model not yet ruled out



Special final states

R-hadrons, R-parity violation, compressed spectra

Long-living supersymmetric particles:   very well possible in SUSY!      
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